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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Recently, the General Administration of Customs of the People’s
Republic of China announced Document No.316, the main content includes
that all the cargoes of Recycling Wasted Materials exported to China need
to pass through X-ray machine or open-door inspection. Thus a higher
qualification for Recycling Wasted Materials is requested. In particular, the
inspection for the bulk cargo (mainly refers to Metal Scrap) will be stricter.
Because of the specialty of this type of cargo, it is easily to be mixed with
some inclusions such as electronic circuit boards, compressors, discard
bullets or ammunition with fuse and other forbidden inclusions.
Additionally, the requirement for classifying the material is much higher.
(For the classification of the Recycling Wasted Materials and How to fill
the application online, we had already explained in the NOTICE of 14 AUG,
2009) It’s forbidden to load different kinds of cargo in the same container,
otherwise the Customs inspection can not be passed.
If any problem mentioned above was found during the Customs
inspection, the cargo may be detained or rejected. This will cause a huge
economic loss to the relative parties of the cargo. Also, it will bring a lot of
troubles to the inspection work.

Regarding to this, all the Recycling Wasted Materials suppliers should
guarantee the quality of the materials shipped to China, and make sure not
to mix the forbidden inclusions within the Recycling Wasted Materials.
Also, please remember, different kinds of cargoes must not be loaded in the
same container.
If you have any question, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Our
telephone number is: 0034-934677283. E-mail: spain@ccicspain.com or
certi@ccicspain.com. Contact: Mr. Fu, Miss Deng or Miss Chen.
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